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D     Dmaj7     Bm Bm/A
May your friends be true and many, may your enemies forget

G     G6    G A4 A7
May your neighbors think the world of you, and your spouse, a perfect fit

D     Dmaj7   Bm      Bm/A
May your dreams be ever growing, and your goals within your reach

G  G6 G A7  (slide 7th)
May your problems have solutions, and reveal the gifts they teach

May your body be resilient, slow to hurt and quick to heal
And your mind a faithful servant, to reveal and not conceal
May your birthdays be abundant, may you have a hearty laugh
May you have as many as you want, and want the ones you have

    G    D    D/Db   D/B D/A
May the cosmic wind fill your sail, toward your homeward shore

Bm Bm/A     A *     A7
May soul love the adventure, and spirit help you soar

   G  D      D/Db     Bm
May you catch on fast the first time, slow to quit and quick to start
    Bm/A     G     A A7   *      G * * D
May you have joy . . . a peaceful mind  . . . and a hopeful heart

Break (chorus structure)
   Em (4) (5)     A   * A7 *

May you marinate in gratitude for what has come to be
Em    (4)   (7)     D

While you look to the horizon for your dreams expectantly
    Em (4)  (5) A  *   A7 *

May your body, mind, and spirit be on the same team
    Em  (4)    (5)   A    * A7

May you think and feel and do and say, what you really mean

May your smile be irresistable . . . quick and contageous
May your humor keep you humble, and your laughter be outrageous
May your sails be unflappable, may you have an even keel
May the storms blow on around you, passing through to help you feel

May your actions make a difference, and your conversations matter
May your promises be easy, and your praise sincerely flatter
May you be an inspiration, a lighthouse on the shore
May your contributions make the world better than before

Chorus
    Bm/A    G     A A7  * Bm Bm/A
May you have joy . . . a peaceful mind  . . . and a hopeful heart

   G     A A7  * G * * D
May you have joy . . . a peaceful mind  . . . and a hopeful heart
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